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ABSTRACT
Stalking is a complex social problem that pervades all levels of American society.
Statistics established by the National Violence Against Women Survey show that Native
American women are stalked at a rate at least twice that of any other racial group. A
widely held belief exists that prior to colonization, stalking and domestic violence were
uncommon in Native cultures. Regardless of the rates of incidence, tribal nations and
families once successfully regulated issues of intimate violence in culturally specific
ways. The imposition of hierarchical legal and social structures ties the hands of tribes to
do what is right for their people. An approach to this problem is the empowerment of
tribal entities to create and enforce culturally appropriate modes of resolution. Once
tribes set about creatively utilizing the Violence Against Women Act there will be a
multitude of tactics will address stalking crimes on the reservation and further tribal
sovereignty.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Stalking is a complex social problem that pervades all levels of American society.
In section II, I discuss Statistics established by the National Violence Against Women
Survey (NVAW) that show that American Indian/Alaskan Native women are stalked at a
rate at least twice that of any other racial group. ^ This is particularly important because
there is a widely held belief that prior to colonization, stalking and domestic violence
were uncommon in traditional Native cultures.^ This section also addresses the
importance of anti-stalking statutes, relevant federal laws and how they tend to fail in
Indian country. In section III, I cover three different cultures' means of domestic
violence prevention and remediation. Regardless of the rates of incidence, it is certain
that tribal nations and families once successfully regulated issues of intimate violence in
their culturally specific ways.^ Section IV addresses the history of federal Indian policy.
This perspective of federal Indian law is imperative to understand why tribes suffer from
some of the worst societal conditions of any group in our nation. Western hierarchical
legal and social structures have tied historically the hands of tribes to do what is right for
their own people. In section V, I chronicle the evolution of tribal jurisdiction over
reservation affairs. An understanding of tribal jurisdiction is important because tribes are
limited in the kinds of solutions they may create for the problem of stalking. The federal
government has authority over Indian affairs, so when the U.S. Attorney's office declines
' Patricia Tjaden and Nancy Thoennes. "Stalking in America: Findings From the National Violence
Against Women Survey," National Institute of Justice Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
Research in 5ne/(April 1998); p.4.
^ Virginia H. Murray. "A Comparative Survey of the Historic, Civil, Common, and American Indian
Tribal Law Responses to Domestic Violence" Oklahoma City University Law Review 23, 433
(Spring/Summer 1998): 5.
^ Id.. 2.
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to take cases on the reservation tribes are left to deal with crime on their own. Section VI
addresses possible solutions for tribes. The distressing problem of stalking may best be
resolved by encouraging tribal entities to once again create and enforce culturally
appropriate modes of resolution. Once tribes set about creatively utilizing the Violence
Against Women Act (VAWA), they will likely find a multitude of tactics to address
stalking crimes on the reservation."^ The methods that are most likely to be successful are
those rooted in tribal values and traditions. Tribes should incorporate these
considerations into codes, protocols, training and prevention programs, to ensure that
they play an integral part in law enforcement. This will promote law and order on the
reservation as well as help to fiirther tribal sovereignty.

Violence Against Women Act, Title IV of the Violent Crime and Law Enforcement Act of 1994, P.L.
103-322.
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II. STALKING BEHAVIOR AND ITS EFFECTS
The NVAW Survey
In general, stalking presents a complex problem for victims and the criminal
justice system because behaviors usually consist of a series of ongoing non-criminal acts.
When these acts are seen as a whole, they put the victim in a permanent state of physical
and mental fear that results in psychological, social and psychical consequences.^ The
variety of stalking strategies employed and behaviors displayed are only limited by the
creativity of the stalker. Stalking has been around for a long time. It has only been
recently identified as a separate class of deviant behavior. Prior to designation as
stalking, it was often referred to as harassment, annoyance or domestic violence.
Definitions of stalking vary. Some are very broad, such as that set forth by the
Stalking Resource Center: "A course of conduct directed at a specific person that would
cause a reasonable person fear." The definition of stalking by the NVAW Survey is more
specific: "A course of conduct directed at a specific person that involves repeated visual
or physical proximity, nonconsensual communication, or verbal, written or implied
threats, or a combination thereof, that would cause a reasonable person fear".®
The NVAW definition of stalking does not require an actual threat to the victim as long
as they experience a high level of fear.^ Examples of stalking behavior include:
1. Following

2. Telephoning

' George B. Stevenson. "Federal Antiviolence and Abuse Legislation: Toward Elimination of Disparate
Justice for Women and Children," Willamette Law Review 33, 848 (Fall 1997): 7.
® Supra note 1, 2.
'' Id., 3.
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3. Sending letters, packages or flowers
4. Bombarding with emails or instant messages
5. Photographing from a distance or with hidden cameras
6. Installing surveillance software on the victim's computer
7. Using global positioning systems (GPS) to track the victim's car
8. Tracking or intimidating in any maimer
According to the NAVW survey, 8% of women in the sample of 8,000 stated that they
had been stalked at some time in their lives.^ There are two broad categories of stalkers.
These are love obsession stalkers and simple obsessions stalkers.^ Love obsessional
stalkers have no existing relationship with their victims, these are the stalkers who target
celebrities/*^ Simple obsessional stalkers represent 70-80 percent of all stalking cases.
They have some prior relationship with the victim, which is usually an intimate one.
These cases most often occur in the domestic violence situations. For the purposes of this
substantial paper, references to stalking apply to those associated with domestic violence.
In keeping with this view, current or former lovers stalked more than half of female
victims in the NVAW study.

These statistics support the notion that stalking is rooted

in the same patriarchal attitudes toward women that promote other forms of violence.'^
This behavior springs from a sense of entitlement or possessiveness on the part of the

'Ibid.
' "Stalking Questions and Answers" Stalking Resource Center, National Center for Victims of Crime,
available at; http://ncvc.org/src/main.aspx?dbID=DB Questions and Answersl09
Ibid.
" Ibid.
Supra note 1, 6.
Mary Welek Atwell. Equal Protection of the Law? Gender and Justice in the United States (New York:
Peter Lang Publishing, Inc., 2002); 83.
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stalker.

In many cases it precedes or accompanies other serious crimes such as

domestic violence and rape.^^ In fact, 89 percent of intimate partner femicide victims
who had been physically abused had also been stalked in the year before the murder.'^
Stalking often serves to further victimize a person by restricting their access to usual
activities such as maintaining a job or sending their children to school. As Orit Kamir
insightfiilly noted, "Stalking traps the victim in a sense of cyclic, repetitive time; it brings
•

•

the past into her present, preventing her from moving into a self-determined future".

17

This cycle of control extends to poor utilization of law enforcement as well.
"Like others who fall prey to intimates, in highly gendered crimes.. .women describe
working particularly hard to establish and maintain their credibility."'^ The adversarial
nature of pursuing law enforcement action places women in a high visibility position. In
addition, women of color in particular "often have a lack of confidence in the system's
ability to serve their needs."'^ According to the NVAW survey, 55% of women victims
reported stalking to the police.^" When respondents were asked why they did not report
stalking incidents, most thought it was not a police matter.^' Others feared retaliation by

Ibid.
Supra note 1, 8.
Supra Note 9, Stalking Fact Sheet available at;
http://www.ncvc.org/src/AGP.Net/Components/DocunientViewer/Download.aspxnz?DocunientID=33497
" Orit Kamir. Every Breath You Take: Stalking Narratives and the Law (Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 2001): 208.
Jennifer L. Dimn. Courting Disaster: Intimate Stalking, Culture, and Criminal Justice (New York:
Aldine De Gruyter, 2002): 2.
Zanita E. Fenton. "Domestic Violence in Black and White: Racialized Gender Stereotypes in Gender
Violence," Columb. J. Gender &L. S (1998): 1-4, 48-55, in Domestic Violence Law (St Paul: West Group,
2001): 150.
Supra note 1, 9.
^'Ibid.
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the stalker or thought that the police could not help.^^ In fact, when asked why they
thought stalking ended, 15% of victims who reported incidents said it was because the
perpetrator was warned by the police and only 9% said it was because the offender was
arrested.^^ Most other cases are resolved by either the victim or the stalker moving or the
stalker becoming involved in a new relationship.^'^ These statistics underline how
informal responses to stalking may be as effective as criminal prosecution.
In addition to the victimization resulting from being stalked, victims are further
stressed by the rigors of the criminal justice system. Like "the gendered crimes of rape
and domestic violence, it depends on evidence of victim noncompliance with the
defendant [stalker] and evidence that the victim did not precipitate or encourage the
defendant['s] behavior".^^ As in rape cases, the actions and character of the victim can
become a focus of scrutiny leading to fLirther frustration and distrust of law
enforcement.^^ This creates a barrier to resolution with the primary victimization
continuing unabated.
The Importance of Specific Anti-Stalking Statutes
Stalking constitutes a conglomeration of offenses that are best addressed directly
rather than with a number of separate criminal statutes. This is partly due to the
repetitive nature of stalking. For example, harassment statutes are generally used as an
alternative to stalking statutes and do not usually address systematic following behavior.

Ibid.
Id, 12.

Ibid.
Supra note 17, 3.
Id, 2.
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which is a regular component of stalking behavior.^^ In some circumstances, stalking
behaviors can be so complex, subtle and insidious that judges, police officers and juries
may not be able to see what is really going on.
Prosecution of crime in Indian Country is especially complicated because of the
Indian Civil Rights Act of 1968 (ICRA). The ICRA limits tribal court criminal penalties
to $5000 and one year in jail per ofifense.^^ In tribal courts it will be particularly effective
to have specific anti-stalking statutes. This will allow prosecutors to stack offenses so
that crimes can be punished in a proportional manner.
Stalking is a serious crime. According to the Department of Justice, stalkers kill
30% of the 4,300 women who are murdered each year.^^ It is not clear how many tribes
already have anti-stalking codes, but research indicates that it is a minority .'" As of June
1999, only 21 tribes had passed codes that addressed stalking.'^ It is important to keep in
mind that only 48 responses were received out of the 150 tribes surveyed by the Mending
the Scared Hoop STOP Violence Against Indian Women Technical Assistance Project.'^
This is a clear signal that a lot of work remains to be done. It is hard to imagine how our
communities have functioned without anti-stalking codes for so long.

Rebecca St. George. "Addressing stalking in Indian Country," (Duluth: Mending the Scared Hoop
STOP Violence Against Indian Women Technical Assistance Project, February 2001): 3.
25 U.S.C. §§ 1302.
Supra note 27, 2.
Ibid.
^'Tribes that have stalking codes with citations to their codes include: Apache Tribe of Oklahoma, Bay
Mills Indian Commimity, Cheyeime - Arapaho, Cheyerme River Sioux, Chippewa Cree,
Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians, Fort McDowell Indian Community, Hopi Family Relations
Ordinance, Kickapoo Tribe in Kansas, Lac du Flambeau Band of Lake Superior Chippewa, Lower Elwha
Klallam, Navajo Nation, Northern Cheyeime, Oglala Sioux Tribe, Poarch Band of Creek Indians, Quapaw
Tribe of Oklahoma, Quileute Tribe, Sac and Fox Nation, Saginaw Chippewa Indian Tribe, Seneca Nation
of Indians, Turtle Moimtain Band of Chippewa, Two Feathers ICWP Consortium, Supra note 27.
Id.
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Violence Against Women Comes to the Forefront
In 1990, as a result of a number of high-profile incidents, California was the first
state to pass anti-stalking legislation. Since then, each of the fifty states, as well as the
District of Columbia, have enacted anti-stalking laws.^' In 1996 VAWA made stalking a
felony in Indian Country.'"^ "Congress relied on its regulatory authority under the
Commerce Clause to punish domestic abusers or stalkers who cross state lines, enter or
leave Indian country, or cause a victim to do so".^^ However, for VAWA to apply, the
victim must sustain bodily injury.^^ The punishment of the abuser increases according to
the degree of the victim's injuries, escalating to death or life imprisonment if the result is
death of the victim.

Of fundamental importance to Indian country, the statute requires

every tribe and state to give full faith and credit to protective orders issued by other tribes
and states.
Protective orders and offender's descriptions must be verifiable nationwide in
order to make anti-stalking measures successful. Federal statutes give the Attorney
General the discretion to make funds available to improve processes for entering stalking
and domestic violence data like protective orders and offender's description into local,
state and national databases like the NCIC.'^ The database allows ease of law
enforcement in interstate and intrastate situations. To be eligible, state, local or tribal
governments have to enter warrants for arrest, protective orders, arrests for violating
Supra note 13.
Id, and Supra note 4.
Supra note 5, 8.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
See National Stalker and Domestic Violence Reduction, 42 U.S.C. 14031 et seq (1994), Id.
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protective orders, and ofifender's criminal history into the database."^*^ This requires that
tribal governments have accessible court and prosecution records, and case histories, as
well as the technological capacity necessary to enter and maintain the data. The program
includes fiinds to provide training and technical assistance for tribal and state judges
dealing with stalking and domestic violence cases.'*^ Under the statute, the Attorney
General must enter compiled data into the National Incident-Bases Reporting System
(NIBRS).^^
Relevant Federal Laws
Federal laws exist under which stalkers may be charged. The apply nationally
and to Indian Country. It is important to understand, however, that some of them are not
particularly broad. In fact, most of them have flaws. It is up to the states and tribes to fill
in the gaps. These laws include the following:
18 U.S.C. Sec. 2261 A Interstate Stalking
(1) It is a federal crime to travel across state, tribal or international lines to stalk
another person. The defendant must have the intent to kill, injure, harass, or
intimidate the victim, or to place the victim, a family member, or a spouse or
intimate partner of the victim, in fear of death or serious bodily injury. This
crime is punishable by a period of incarceration fi-om five years to life.
(2) It is a federal crime to stalk another person across state, tribal or international
lines using regular mail, e-mail, or the Internet. The defendant must have the

Ibid.
41 TU;-4
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intent to kill, injure, harass, or intimidate the victim, or to place the victim, a
family member, or a spouse or intimate partner of the victim, in fear of death
or serious bodily injury. This crime is punishable by a period of incarceration
from five years to life.
This law looks effective on its face, however, the intent requirement creates a large
hurdle for prosecutors. Prosecutors must document a pattern of behavior and knowledge
on the part of the perpetrator that their actions scare the victim. It is difficult to prove
intent without a prior conviction or a confession from the perpetrator.''^
18 U.S.C. 875 (c) Interstate Communications
It is a federal crime to transmit in interstate or foreign communication, any threat
to kidnap or injure another person. This crime is punishable by a period of incarceration
of up to five years. This law can be usefial for threatening letters. However, it does
nothing to address the more common situation of intrastate communications.
47 U.S.C. 233 (a) (1) (C) Harassing Telephone Calls in Interstate
Communications
It is a federal crime to use a telephone or other telecommunications device to
annoy, abuse, harass, or threaten another person at the called number. This crime is
punishable by a period of incarceration of up to two years. This law can also be usefial.
However, it is not all that effective because intrastate telephonic harassment is probably
more common.

"Stalking in Indian Country," Faculty Meeting, Native American Circle, Ltd. (Coeur d'Alene, Idaho;
July 31, 2003).
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18 U.S.C. 2265 (The Violence Against Women Act I and II)
This civil law provides that a civil or criminal domestic protective order issued by
a court in one state or Indian tribe shall be accorded full faith and credit by the court of
another state or tribe. The order is to be enforced as if it were the order of the court of the
second state or tribe. This law applies to permanent, temporary and ex parte protection
orders that comply with the statute's requirements. To comply, the protective order must
have provided the defendant with reasonable notice and an opportunity to be heard, in a
manner consistent with due process.
Tribal court jurisdiction was clarified to specify that a Tribal Court shall have full
civil jurisdiction over protection orders, including authority to enforce its orders through
civil contempt proceedings, exclusion of violators fi"om Indian lands, and other
appropriate mechanisms in matters arising within the authority of the tribe, and in which
at least one (1) of the parties is an Indian.
Gaps in Tribal Law
Native and non-Native women living on rural reservations, as well as Native
women living in urban areas, face multiple challenges in stalking situations. In small
communities, where everyone knows everyone else, victims may hesitate to contact law
enforcement, or seek other support services out of shame or for fear that her stalker will
find

She may also be deterred from contacting law enforcement because her

stalker is a friend or relative of a law enforcement officer or service provider.'*^

Ibid.
45 TU,-J
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When a woman does decide to contact law enforcement, there are many potential
complications. Native women living in rural areas often have limited access to phones,
transportation, emergency services and shelters."*^ Some tribal police departments do not
have a 911 emergency system in place. In rural areas there are usually a limited number
of police officers to respond to calls."^^ In addition, officers must usually travel long
distances to reach women who may already be in a life threatening position. When every
minute counts, these can be crucial factors affecting the safety of victims.
In urban areas, jurisdictional issues come to the forefront as victims are often
denied law enforcement intervention because they may not have contacted the proper
department for their jurisdiction.'*^ There is often confusion as to which law enforcement
agency has jurisdiction over a perpetrator."*^ In times of need, these issues should be
secondary to the safety of victims and their families.
Another problem facing tribes is that most of them have limited incarceration
capacity so they do not arrest perpetrators for offenses considered minor crimes or
annoyances.^'' There may be nowhere to put them. Contracting with other police
departments for jail space is also prohibitively expensive.^* Without a place to keep
suspects in custody pending their first court appearance, the stalking behavior may
continue unabated or even increase. All of these issues make official responses to
stalking situations patchy at best and generally ineffectual.
Susan Shilling and Jane Stuehling. Stalking and Domestic Violence Manual (Reading, Pennsylvania
Coalition Against Domestic Violence, 1995): 95.
Ibid.
Supra note 43.
Ibid.
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Tribal courts now have the right to issue protection orders against non-Indians in
civil "domestic relations" and other actions. Although tribal courts do not usually have
the authority to impose criminal sanctions against non-Indians who commit crimes on
Indian land, tribal police may arrest non-Indian perpetrators and transport them to state or
federal authorities.^^ They may also use civil laws to impose fines against non-Indian
perpetrators, or exclude them fi"om tribal lands. Best practices encourage the creation of
an independent tribal protective order code that allows the issuance of a protective order
against a non-Indian party in a tribal court.Regardless of this changing legal climate,
few tribes have a legal code in place to adequately address stalking. This is because
stalking is a relatively recent legal designation. It could also be related to how
indigenous cultures were forced to change rapidly to accommodate new social ills that
had previously been under control through traditional legal structures.
Increased risk of domestic violence and stalking to minority women is associated
with poverty and isolation. When factors like family income and the man's occupation
are controlled in studies, rates of partner assaults for Caucasian couples are not
significantly different fi-om Afi'ican-American couples.'"^ If studies on Native women
were controlled for these factors, they might reflect the same findings. However,
increasing violence against women is clear evidence that the status of women within

Supra note 27.
Supra note 43.
Angela Browne. "Reshaping the Rhetoric: The Nexus of Violence, Poverty, and Minority Status in the
Lives of Women and Children in the United States," Geo. J. on Fighting Poverty 3 (1995): 19-21, in
Nancy K.D. Lemon, Domestic Violence Law (St Paixl: West Group, 2001): 133.
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tribal communities has declined since contact, in addition this decline has grown in
intensity in the last 70 years.^^
Often it is said that the increase of violence against women is a result of various
sociological factors such as oppression, racism, poverty, hopelessness,
emasculation of men, and loss of male self-esteem as their own place within
traditional society has been systematically destroyed by increasing urbanization,
industrialization, and institutionalization, but seldom do we notice that for the past
forty to fifty years, American popular media have depicted American Indian men
as bloodthirsty savages devoted to treating women cruelly. While traditional
Indian men seldom did any such thing—and in fact among most tribes abuse of
women was simply unthinkable, as was abuse of children or the aged—^the lie
about "unusual" male Indian behavior seems to have taken root and now bears its
brutal and bitter finit.^^
In order to deal with the ill effects of these contagious stereotypes, tribes must deal with
violence head on. Tribes would benefit from adapting traditional measures to new
stalking codes so that they may fiinction as a tool for cultural survival rather than
perpetuating white norms.

Paula Guim Allen. The Sacred Hoop: Recovering the Feminine in American Indian Traditions 2d ed.
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1992): 191.
Id., 192.
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III. TRADITIONAL NATIVE RESPONSES TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND
STALKING
Although domestic violence was not very common in traditional Indian societies,
research shows that there is a possible scientific explanation for violent behavior in some
men. The area of the brain associated with sexual arousal in men, the medial preoptic, is
two and a half times larger in men than in women.

During sexual arousal, this area

also receives signals form the amygdala, the area associated with feelings of aggression.
In women, the area associated with sexual arousal, the ventro-medial nucleus, is the same
zone that creates feelings of hunger and appetite.^^ This fundamental difference may the
beginning of an explanation for violent tendencies in some men.
Regardless of the causes of violence, "[t]he assault of Native American women by
Native American men was almost nonexistent until the introduction of alcohol and
patriarchal belief systems by the conquering Western culture."^'' Consistent with this
understanding, tribal societies were more likely to focus on prevention from the first
indication of anti-social behavior rather than focusing on reactionary measures to
domestic violence. Culturally appropriate violence prevention and education programs
may be a good way to reinforce traditional values. If programs are created to target
young children, tribes may be able to reduce family violence over the next couple of
generations. These tactics were enforced and perpetuated through community and
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familial accountability. This is not to say that remedies for persistent and irredeemable
behavior did not exist, however. These examples will document the range of traditional
reactions to escalated anti-social behavior.
Cheyenne Methods of Prevention and Remediation
In Cheyenne society, which is usually viewed as patrilineal and patrilocal,
marriage was a contract that included formalized courtship and gift exchange between
kinship groups.^^ The extended courtship period allowed the girl's family, who probably
arranged the marriage, to make sure they had made a good choice for her.^^ Although she
did not have the choice of whom she married, once married, a woman had a strong
position.
The Cheyenne practice of polygyny was seen as beneficial to both husbands and
wives.^^ It meant that women could usually "maintain co-residence with their sisters as
co-wives, could get daily help with child care and other household chores, and have an
increased probability of keeping their mother in the household."^'^ For men it meant a
larger household with a resulting increase in wealth and position in the community.^'
Polygyny was closely tied into the economic function of the family in the nineteenth
century buffalo robe trade.^^ Although men directed the trade, the women were the
creative force behind the buffalo robes.^^ "Each robe represented about 70 women-hours
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of work, most of it requiring a complex division of labor and close cooperation among
the workers."^^ In fact, the work was organized along lines of kinship.Middle-aged
sisters performed the most demanding tasks of scraping and tanning while their daughters
carried wood for the fire and buckets of tanning solution.™ The oldest generations of
women created the elaborate final decorations on the buffalo skins.^^ This economic
integration illustrates the close familial interconnectedness that helped to prevent family
violence.
If wife abuse occurred in the new kinship group, it was a ground for divorce and
the woman could either go stay with her natal family or have a relative declare her
divorced and force the husband to leave their home.^^ It was also likely that brothers and
uncles would seek retribution fi-om the husband.Also lessening the incidence of abuse
was that women could own property. "If a woman divorced her husband, she had legal
claim to the home, its contents, and the children".In fact, women controlled the
upbringing of children in general.^^ Cheyenne rules about adultery were harsher for
women than men. The husband also gave up all rights to inheritance fi^om his ex-wife if
she died first.^^
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Navajo Family Involvement
In Navajo society the family line is through the women, and as a result the women
had equal rights with their husbands and often exercised superior authorityNavajos
are "bom into" their mother's clan and "bom for" their father's clan7^ Their affiliation
with their mother's clan is of primary social importance. "Navajo kinship furnishes the
network of relations of responsibility and expectation of helpfulness."^^ The Navajo did
not own land outright, they possessed use rights to areas that they lived, cultivated, and
grazed livestock.^*^ "Navajo society was matrilocal, with small bands revolving around
older women, their daughters, and their families."^^ In Navajo society women
contributed equally to family welfare as they shared in the work of planting crops,
grazing and making crafts.^^ Women and men had equal rights to inheritance.^'
Navajo "family law reflected these contributions, and there is little dispute that
under Navajo law, violence toward women, or mistreatment of them in any way, was
illegal".^'* Prior to marriage, men and women could go to meetings with elders and clan
relations where they were taught their rights and duties as spouses.

Domestic violence

was specifically addressed during meetings, and throughout the marriage ceremony, as
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elders would tell a young man that he should "never take his hand to his wife...".

86

Married couples were expected and encouraged to reconcile differences in extended
family meetings for the sake of familial and clan stability.However, a woman's family
had an obligation to take her in and offer protection from an abusive spouse. As with
Cheyenne culture polygamy was also practiced in traditional Navajo society. Often
additional wives were sisters of the first wife. This instilled control of the household in
the women because they could stick together and ensure protection of all the family
members.

oo

Cherokee Independence
In addition to being matrilocal, Cherokee society was also matrilineal.^^ As a
result, domestic violence was extremely uncommon.

Cherokee women were powerfiil

and able to hold extremely important positions. "The relative age carried greater weight
than did sex in determining moral character among the Cherokee."^^ The status of
Beloved Woman or War Woman "belonged to the senior women of the clans and had
considerable influence in begirming or ending warfare as well as determining the fate of
prisoners."^^ Women's political power was not only official, as they frequently made
their opinions known on many types of issues.^^ Men cleared fields and assisted in
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planting and harvesting, but women did most of the agricultural work.^"^ In fact, the
women owned both the right to use the fields and the produce.^'
Cherokee society emphasized equality, individual freedoms and personal rights.
In fact, "[p]remarital sexual freedom among the Cherokee extended to some degree to
the post marital state."^^ Marriage joined clans of equal status and so the husband and
wife shared equal status.

The Cherokee had no formal marriage ceremonies, no

engagement contracts, or arranged marriages.

Marriage was not legally binding on

husbands or wives, it occurred just by living together, and divorce occurred by moving
out.^*"^ A woman had property rights and she and her clan were responsible for
childrearing. In the case of divorce, the kids stayed with their mother and she sought the
aid of brothers for support and protection.

"Complementarity of gender roles and

statuses among the Cherokee reflect a more open, egalitarian system in which differences
in prestige and power reflect individual achievement and age...
These varying approaches to domestic regulation reflect the traditions, religious
beliefs and governmental structures of each society.

Their social and legal institutions

emphasize the prevention of family violence from the beginning. Unlike the Cherokee,
the Navajo and Cheyenne also devised reactive methods for dealing with abusive
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husbands. Using traditional norms to frame new stalking codes and prevention programs
will help to reinforce cultural perpetuation as well as tribal sovereignty.

30

IV. fflSTORY OF FEDERAL INDIAN POLICY
Integral to addressing the issues around stalking is an intense understanding of the
complex legal issues surrounding tribal jurisdiction. The history of federal Indian policy
has hampered tribes from exercising control over their reservations in culturally
compatible ways. Imposing dominant legal norms will not solve problems with stalking
and domestic violence in Indian Country. "The Self-Determination era is premised on the
notion that Indian tribes are the basic governmental units of Indian policy.This era
has led to new control over reservation resources and governance. However, the United
States Supreme Court's Indian Country criminal and civil jurisdictional model radically
cut back on the rights of tribes to regulate activities by non-Indians on the reservation.
Treaties are no longer a respected basis for tribal sovereignty in the United States. Most
areas of tribal life including law enforcement, economic development, and governance
are affected by these decisions. In order for tribes to ameliorate these problems, they
must seek new avenues for resolution. Tribal control over reservation law and order is
imperative for tribal sovereignty and it is one of the few areas where tribal jurisdiction
has been upheld. In order to succeed, tribes must balance the goals of tribal sovereignty
with state and federal needs for accountability in an increasingly hostile legal
environment.
Tribal perspectives have shifted as a result of interactions with non-Natives. In
order for non-Indians to gain access to tribal resources they either had to ftindamentally

Felix Cohen. Handbook of Federal Indian Law 1982 ed. (Charlottesville; The Michie Company, 1982):
180.
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change native societies or remove tribes from their lands/°^ Federal poUcy evolved to
address both of these aims.
Tribes once exerted full sovereignty over their land, government and members.
However, their powers have been whittled away by outsiders over time. Constantly
changing policies have left tribes unable to control crime on the reservation. Tribes
cannot rewrite history every time outsiders change policy. Instead, tribal institutions and
cultures have had to deal with new policy into the wreckage of previous unsuccessful
approaches. The nature of their oppression creates the aesthetic of their resistance.
Humans, as Karl Marx pointed out, make their own history.

However, they do this

with skills and materials carried forward from the past often under circumstances out of
their control. Tribal codes can function as a means for tribes to create culturally
appropriate resolutions to stalking and related law and order problems. Only with time,
education, regained political power, and respect for traditional cultures, can tribes reenvision themselves successfully.
The "Indian Problem" and Centuries of Shifting Federal Policy
Once empowered to set Indian poUcy, the federal government has floundered
between different policies to deal with the goal of solving the "Indian problem".

The

problem has three main aspects. Primarily it was an economic problem.The majority
wanted to exploit and control Native resources and land. Secondly, it was a problem of
cultural imperialism; how best to accomplish the cultural transformation of Indians into
Stephen Cornell. The Return of the Native: American Indian Pohtical Resurgence (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1988): 6.
Id., p. 7.
107

^
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the dominant American society/''^ Unfortunately this brought along with it the ills of
white society. The third aspect, the political problem, is a result of the first two
objectives. The government had to develop and sustain a system of controls over Native
groups that would effectively resolve the first two problems.

Although some of these

goals are no longer as prominent, they are an important part of the history and discourse
that the Supreme Court still uses to interpret Indian law.
Over the last three centuries. Congress has waffled between two main approaches
to reach these goals.

On one hand, poUcy has emphasized segregation of Indians and

non-Indians. On the other hand, the goal was the assimilation of Indians into the
dominant culture. This is evident in the development of six major policy periods as
characterized by Stephen Cornell.
The Market Period
During the market period, the paramount focus was the eastern-woodland fiir
trade.

This period involved Native producers of pelts into the European economic

system. It also included Native peoples politically as it was the basis for many aUiances.
This period was marked by active Native participation in trade as well as diplomacy.
Native people wanted to maintain their autonomy while exploiting new political
opportunities.'

However, these opportunities were available to Native men and not

Native women. This is because Native (and non-Native) men were the traditional hunters
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and trappers while women performed agricultural duties like planting and gathering/
The fur trade further disenfranchised Native women because they often married nonNative trappers who were used to dealing with women as their property rather than their
equals. This era lowered the status of Native women in their communities leading to
increasing violence. This period lasted fi'om the point of Native-White contact until the
last half of the eighteenth century.
The Period of Conflict
The second period, the conflict period, was based on the synthesis of Native
resources directly into the developing economy of the United States.

Tribes were

faced with extremely different political conditions. In the latter part of the 1700s and the
early part of the 1800s, the goverrmient forcibly appropriated Indian lands. Many tribes
fought with armed resistance, but the struggle fractured Native political capacities.

In

the most part, tribes were also excluded from participating in the emerging American
economy.
For example, many white Americans were uncomfortable with the political
powers that tribes retained as a result of the Worcester precedent. In the case of Samuel
A. Worcester v. The State of Georgia, the Court had to make a decision about the right of
states to impose their authority upon tribes.^^^ Georgia's right to force two missionaries
with the Cherokees to obtain a license and take an oath of state allegiance was denied.
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The Court held the Georgia statute unconstitutional on the ground that jurisdiction over
Indian tribes was exclusive to the federal government. As a result, states had no power to
pass laws affecting tribes or their territories.
Worcester caused a lot of tension between states and tribes because states wanted
access to the resources on tribal lands. As a result President Jackson mandated removal
to Oklahoma for many of the southern tribes.^^^ The Trail of Tears was devastating for
participating tribes.

Those who remained behind lost their tribal enrollment and fared

poorly as state citizens in spite of a federal guarantee that they could reserve a homestead
and assimilate into southern society.

The breakdown of political unity lead to a

breakdown of the family structure. Severe stresses, along with the further imposition of
American cultural ideals lead to the fracturing of traditional familial roles and the
devaluation of women's powers.
The Reservation Era
Conflict was followed b y t h e r e s e r vation period.Tribes encountered this policy
at different times. Generally speaking, the internment of Native peoples in the United
States began fi"om the mid to late 1800s until the 1930s. As tribal resources were already
severely diminished, demands for them decreased. This policy also instituted "severe,
tutelary, administrative controls over Indian peoples".

Ideologically this evolved as a

result of the representation of tribes as "domestic dependent nations" as described in the
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Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, the case that preceded Worcester

In Cherokee Nation,

the Court held that "they occupy a territory to which we assert a title independent of their
will, which must take effect in point of possession when their right of possession ceases.
Meanwhile they are in a state of pupilage. Their relation to the United States resembles
that of a ward to his guardian".

The Cherokee Nation though a state, was not a foreign

state, and so the Court had no original jurisdiction of the cause. Although Worcester
clarified the law, the federal government did not choose to comply with it. Most tribes
were moved or limited to reservations where they suffered on unfamiliar or restricted
parcels of land. Many tribes were unable to provide for themselves with the resources at
hand.
The Dawes Act (General Allotment Act of 1887)^^^ allotted parcels of land to
individual male heads of household in an attempt to assimilate them into the Jeffersonian
ideal of the yeoman farmer. John Locke said, and Thomas Jefferson agreed, that in a
primeval state of nature all men had a right to property.

This is a right to subsistence.

Jefferson wrote: "dependence begets subservience and venality, suffocates the germ of
virtue, and prepares fit tools for the designs of ambition".

The framers of the Act

assumed that fee simple land tenure would help to assimilate Native peoples into the
American ideal of private land ownership.
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Unfortunately, only the most agrarian tribes had any success.

This little

success was tainted by severe reversals in familial power structures as the men were
taught to be farmers while the women were expected to become housewives.

Another

leading cause of the breakdown of family structure was that allotments took on the
appearance of a checkerboard. The Act had authorized the President to sell surplus lands
to the United States for settlement by homesteaders.^'^ It was structured so that Native
owned parcels of land would be surrounded by non-Natives on every side. In this way
Native families were isolated from traditional extended family units while being
surrounded by white influence. Women could not easily turn to kinship groups for help if
family violence occurred. Policy makers thought that this would lead to faster
assimilation. The framers of the Act did not plan for reservations to last. With this frame
of mind they could not anticipate the jurisdictional problems that would evolve once
Native owned allotments were put back into trust for the tribe. In addition, "government
demands for a single 'headman' to make decisions with the United States on behalf of a
tribe, which centralized power in one individual—nearly always a man, created ftirther
upheaval in traditional life.^^^ In effect, allotment was a successftil tool to dispossess
tribes of political and cultural integrity as well as land.
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The Indian Reorganization Act (IRA)
In 1934, the IRA was passed/^^ This marked the beginning of the fourth
period/^"^ The IRA period only lasted until the late 1940s. As opposed to allotment, this
policy focused on the communal organization of tribes around tribal governments with
constitutions and charters that were to be ratified through a democratic process.''^ This
marked the beginning of new avenues of political resurgence for native peoples.
Although it may have encouraged self-determination, "for some tribes attempts to
organize under the IRA brought disruption and heightened intratribal factional
disputes".

The communal approach of the boilerplate models used for tribal

constitutions did not reflect the economic, political, and cultural needs of individual
tribes. Men held the power through tribal councils exclusive of women. This further
devalued the position of native women in tribal communities. However, tribes did find
that they had some power. This era paved the way for later attempts at selfdetermination.
The Termination Era
The fifth period, the termination era, was equally short-lived.

It lasted from

1943 to 1961. During this time, the federal government retreated from the political goals
and policies of the IRA. There was a major effort to take apart the reservation system.
The House of Representatives passed a resolution requiring the Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs to conduct an investigation into BIA operations and activities in order
Indian Reorganization Act, 25 U.S.C. §§ 461-479.
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to formulate legislative proposals "designed to promote the earliest practicable
termination of all federal supervision and control over Indians.''^ Public Law 280
transferred criminal and civil jurisdiction over Indian lands from the federal to state
governments in five states and allowed for future assumptions of jurisdiction by all of the
states/'^ In addition, a renewed drive to assimilate Natives into the larger society led to
relocation programs with job training and placement assistance in cities far away from
their reservations. The BIA reported that "in order to concentrate on providing relocation
services, placement activities which do not involve relocation have been progressively
decreased."^'*'^ As a result of this new federal focus, large numbers of native people
relocated to cities. In these situations men and women were still expected to fit into the
roles prescribed for them by white society. Women became even more removed form
traditional kinship safety nets. In the face of severe racism and unfulfilled promises of
employment many of them returned to their reservations.
Self-Determination
The current policy era is called "Self-Determination" in which the federal
government claims to support the self-determinative rights of tribes within its overall
jurisdiction. It began sometime in the 1960s, but is still slowly forming. "It is marked by
policies of Indian self-determination, resurgent demands for remaining Indian economic
resources, growing political conflict between Native Americans and non-Indian
organizations and interests, and consequently a substantial reorganization of
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contemporary Indian-White relations."^'*^ The 1960s were marked by new political
activism and resulting accomplishments for many under-represented groups. It was a
unique time and Native activists combined their voices successfiilly to regenerate tribal
political capacities/"^^
In many areas tribes are shackled by federal government bureaucracies.
However, new avenues for cooperation have allowed tribes to take over control of many
of their resources. The Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act of 1975
gave tribes the authority to contract for and receive grants from the direct operation of
Department of Interior and Health and Human Services programs serving their tribal
members.

This is a remarkable change from previous policy. Under the Act, the

federal government fiinds tribal programs, but the programs are planned and administered
by the tribes themselves.

Some tribes have implemented structural reforms that bypass

the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), streamline tribal committees and increase leadership
accountability. VAWA embodies this message through the creation of Tribes as States
(TAS) status for creating and enforcing domestic violence and related codes. However,
the tribes have had the imposing task of doing this in the face of changing interpretations
of tribal rights and jurisdiction.
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History of Tribal Jurisdiction
Political Power and the Doctrine of Discovery
In many ways. Federal Indian law can be seen as a tool of the larger society to
continue the oppression of the native peoples of the United States. In Johnson v.
Mcintosh, Chief Justice John Marshall relied on the doctrine of discovery for the original
basis of federal power over Indian nations.

The issue was whether Johnson had valid

title to land he purchased from Indians as opposed to Mcintosh who had bought it from
the government that had acquired it by treaty. The doctrine implies that tribes did not
have the right to sell their lands to anyone other than the federal government based on the
understanding that they were "fierce savages who could not be incorporated with the
victorious nation".

The doctrine of discovery has been used to "legitimate, energize,

and constrain as needed white society's will to empire over the North American
Continent"^"^^.

Federal power over Indian affairs has been interpreted broadly. It began with the
first Trade and Intercourse Acts with which "Congress enacted statutes regulating
commercial transactions by which Indians sought to dispose of land or other property in
exchange for money, liquor, munitions, or other goods.

Today, courts rely on the

Indian Commerce Clause of the Constitution through which the federal government
claimed the power to regulate commerce with Indian nations.

The Treaty Clause has

Johnson v. Mcintosh 21 U.S. 543 (1823).
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also been a primary foundation for federal power over Indian affairs.'^'' It grants
exclusive authority to the national government to enter into treaties/^^ The Supremacy
Clause is also often relied upon in discussing the sources of federal power over Indian
affairs
Domestic Dependent Nation Status
In a set of three Supreme Court cases, Marshall defined the origins and extent of
federal power over tribes. Probably in a crisis of conscience, Marshall also created the
notion of "domestic dependent nations".

This status comprises three primary

principles: (1) the Diminished Tribal Sovereignty Doctrine, (2) The Federal Plenary
Power Doctrine, and (3) the Trust Doctrine.

Marshall clarified these three principles in

Worcester V. Georgia^^^
Marshall's struggle with this doctrine exemplifies the dichotomy between shifting
Indian policies within our historical and current governmental context. Worcester, the
final case in the trilogy, unified the legal reasoning of the previous cases.
Worcester was a missionary

.. engaged in preaching the gospel to the Cherokee

Indians, and in translating the sacred Scriptures into their language, with the permission
and approval of the Cherokee Nation, and in accordance with the humane policy of the
government of the United States, for the improvement of the Indians".
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Worcester was convicted in state court of violating a Georgia law that required white
people, not non-Indians, to get a state license to live among the Cherokees/'^ The law
also required an oath to defend the laws of Georgia while residing within the borders of
the Cherokee Nation/^^ In the eyes of the state, Georgia laws nullified all of the laws
and regulations of the Cherokee nation. In addition, if a case arose on Cherokee land, the
only competent witnesses were whites.
Diminished Tribal Sovereignty
The Supreme Court held that Worcester was wrongfiilly convicted in the Georgia
courts.

The diminished tribal sovereignty doctrine was Marshall's attempt to explain

how tribes could be considered conquered peoples and simultaneously retain internal
sovereignty. He wrote that "a weak state, in order to provide for its safety, may place
itself under the protection of one more powerful, without stripping itself of the right of
government, and ceasing to be a state".

Tribal nations lost the ability to make treaties

with anyone other than the United States, but retained their quasi-sovereign status
separate from the states. They could continue to regulate family relations in traditional
ways.
Federal Plenary Power
Justice Marshall's opinion asserted that state law had no place in Indian Country.
This is a part of the federal plenary power doctrine.
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The Cherokee nation, then, is a distinct community, occupying its own territory,
with boundaries accurately described, in which the laws of Georgia can have no
force, and which the citizens of Georgia have no right to enter, but with the assent
of the Cherokees themselves, or in conformity with treaties, and with the acts of
congress. The whole intercourse between the United States and this nation, is, by
our constitution and laws, vested in the government of the United States.
Federal plenary power is extremely important to insure that tribes are able to conduct
their internal affairs without unnecessary incursions of state law. It also supports
uniformity of tribal rights throughout the United States. However, it also opened the way
for broad and unchecked exercise of congressional authority over Indian affairs. This has
included the "continued unilateral abrogation of treaties as well as termination of the
federal-tribal relationship of more than three hundred tribes".
The Trust Doctrine
The third element of domestic dependent nation status, the trust doctrine, imposes
on the federal government some responsibility in using its power over tribes.

Tribal

control over internal affairs was affirmed through treaties made with the federal
government. Tribes exchanged large tracts of land in order to ensure sovereignty over
their people and the lands that they retained.

Tribes understood that as a part of the
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compromise they would receive services relating to education, health, welfare, and
economic development/^^
The trust doctrine has three main characteristics: first, it covers a wide range of
areas, fi"om protection and enhancement of Indian trust resources and tribal selfgovernment to social and economic programs designed to raise the Indians' standard of
living/^^ S e c o n d , t h e trust extends t o individuals a s well a s tribes i n g e n e r a l . T h i r d ,
the responsibility to honor the trust applies to all federal agencies, not only to those
specifically designated to administer tribal afiairs.^^^ In some ways the trust doctrine is
still a traditional colonizing doctrine because it sets out to "enshrine a relationship of
inferiority and superiority. It wears a mask of benevolence, but ultimately it represents a
doctrine of hierarchy and control".^™
Domestic Dependent Nation Status in the Nineteenth Century
Worcester established a powerful precedent. Many white Americans were
uncomfortable with the powers that tribes retained. Although it has not been
substantiated by historians, when pushing his 1830 Indian Removal Act, President
Jackson was reported to say, "John Marshall made his law, now let him enforce it".'''
Very soon after the decision, the federal government began to enter into land cession
agreements with southeastern tribes. "Removal and concentration were perceived as a
method for the ultimate civilization and ultimate assimilation of the Indian into American
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life."'^^ The Creeks, Cherokees and Choctaws were forced to sign removal treaties in
which the federal government traded them lands west of the Mississippi/^^ The Trail of
Tears took a great toll on all of the tribes who were forced to follow it. Those who
remained behind lost their tribal enrollment and fared poorly as state citizens in spite of a
federal guarantee that they could reserve a homestead and assimilate into southern
society.
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Early Twentieth Century Interpretations of Tribal Sovereignty
In his attempt to clarify federal Indian law. Professor Felix Cohen addressed the
position of tribal power within the American system of governance. Cohen concluded
that the course of judicial decision followed three basic principles.First, prior to
European contact, a tribe possessed "all the powers of a sovereign state".

Second, the

European process of conquest, makes the tribe subject to the legislative power of the
•

•
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Umted States and, essentially, destroys the external powers of sovereignty of the tribe.
Finally, tribes retained internal sovereignty subject to codification by treaties and by
specific legislation of Congress.

Tribes could continue to control their own affairs on

their reservations. Tribal powers generally were not delegated by express acts of
Congress, but instead are inherent powers of limited sovereignty that has not been
extinguished.
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In 1903, the Supreme Court clarified the final element of Cohen's three principles
concerning tribal sovereignty: the role of congressional authority to diminish tribal
power. In Lone Wolf v. Hitchcock, the Court held that Congress had "plenary authority
over the tribal relations of the Indians," a power that the Court deemed "a political one,
not subject to be controlled by the judicial department of the government".

It is

significant that the Court viewed congressional plenary power to be without limitation,
especially since they deemed this authority beyond judicial review. The Court did not
cite (nor could it) any authority for this principle. Instead, it merely "converted its
perception of congressional practice into a valid constitutional doctrine without any legal
support or analysis".

The concept that exercises of congressional power over Indian

affairs are non-justiciable political questions has not survived some recent cases, but the
C o u r t continues t o refer t o t h e "plenary p o w e r " o f C o n g r e s s o v e r Indian a f f a i r s . I n
fact, the Court has never invalidated a federal statute on the ground that it invaded tribal
authority.

This pattern has undermined tribal capabilities to deal with reservation law

and order.
The recognition of the trust relationship through case law led to the canons of
construction.'^'^ "These precepts represent an acknowledgement of the unequal
bargaining position, based partially on the United States' superior negotiating skills and
knowledge of the language."'^^ In other words, the canons were established because
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language barriers, cultural misunderstanding, and down right dirty dealing by some treaty
negotiators lead to unequal footing in treaty negations. Under the canons, ambiguities in
federal statutes that might be read as invading tribal authority were construed narrowly to
protect tribal interests/^^ In addition, provisions of Indian treaties that might undercut
tribal authority were also read narrowly, based on some key assumptions: The treaty
transaction was a cession of rights by the tribe rather than a granting of rights by the
*
United
States. 187 These cessions, along with all other treaty provisions, were to be

interpreted as the Indians would have understood them.^^^ Ambiguous expressions were
to be resolved in favor of the concerned Indian parties and "Indian treaties... [must] be
liberally construed to favor Indians".
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V. EVOLUTION OF TRTOAL JURISDICTION
Once empowered to set Indian policy, the federal government has alternated
between two main approaches to deal with the "Indian problem"/^'' On one hand, policy
has emphasized segregation of Indians and non-Indians. On the other hand, the goal was
the assimilation of Indians into the dominant culture. Over the last three centuries.
Congress has tried removal and reservations for the purpose of segregation, and allotment
and termination to further assimilation.'^' The current policy era is called "SelfDetermination", in which the federal government claims to support the self-determinative
rights of tribes within its overall jurisdiction.

Within this framework tribes have the

power to create their own culturally compatible means to regulate law and order on the
reservation. Tribes can establish codes, protocols and training programs that prevent
violence against women.
An extremely important aspect of Federal Indian law is that while policy has
shifted repeatedly, many of the statutes passed in each policy era were never
overturned.As a result, Indian law is an extremely complex tangle of usually
conflicting statutes, cases, and treaties. Courts regularly have to interpret statutes based
on congressional intent even when a later Congress has expressly repudiated that policy
and enacted new legislation.'^'* This puts courts in the powerful position of picking and
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choosing how to direct Indian policy from a checkered past/^^ The Supreme Court has
become increasingly unconcerned about acquiring the nuanced understanding of the
political and historical context required to interpret Indian law. The current Court favors
over-simplistic, bright-line rules t h a t apply constitutional l a w t o distinct c a s e s . T h i s
predictably runs to the detriment of tribes, and given the current legal climate, tribes may
have to seek other avenues to address their concerns. The following line of Supreme
Court cases affecting tribal jurisdiction illustrate how drastically tribal criminal
jurisdictional principles have changed over the last twenty-five years.
Criminal Jurisdiction
An End to Criminal Jurisdiction Over Non-Indians
Oliphant v. Suquamish Indian Tribe was decided against a backdrop of 150 years
of federal criminal legislation that assumed an absence of tribal governmental authority to
punish non-Indians who violated tribal laws.^^^ Oliphant and Belgrade, two non-Indian
residents of the Port Madison Reservation, were arrested for violating the Susquamish
Law and Order Code. Specifically, Oliphant and Belgrade had assaulted a tribal officer
and resisted arrest, and recklessly endangered another person and injured tribal property,
respectively. The case turned on whether federal jurisdiction was exclusive or whether
the tribal court had concurrent jurisdiction. The issue was of practical as well as
theoretical importance, because if the tribe lacked authority they would have no effective

criminal sanctions available against non-Indians unless the U.S. Attorney - who might be
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located hundreds of miles away - prosecuted even minor offenses in federal court.
This could mean the crimes of violence perpetuated against women would go

unpunished. This is because domestic violence and stalking were not seen as serious
problems by lawmakers until the 1990's.
Regardless of these formal and fiinctional justifications, the Court in Oliphant
held that "Indians do not have criminal jurisdiction over non-Indians absent affirmative
delegation of such power by Congress".The Court relied upon the theory of
diminished tribal authority, prohibiting tribes fi^om exercising powers "inconsistent with
their status" as domestic dependent nations.^"" For the first time since the Marshall
Court, the Court took it upon itself to impose new limitations on tribal sovereignty.
The Supreme Court found no statute or treaty provision that removed the
Suquamish Tribe's criminal jurisdiction over non-Indians; however, the Court held that
by "implication" the Suquamish Tribe's judiciary had no such jurisdiction.In the eyes
of the Court, the case stands for the principle that a small minority should not be allowed
to dictate law over a large majority in a court that has less procedural protection to which
the majority would otherwise be entitled.The Court even went so far as to hold that as
a whole, "Indian tribes do not have inherent jurisdiction to try and punish nonIndians".^"' This holding has severely hampered tribal ability to maintain law and order
within reservation boundaries.
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Congressional Delegation of Criminal Jurisdiction Over Non-Indians
In US

V.

Mazurie, the Court upheld a federal criminal conviction of non-Indian bar

owners on the Wind River Reservation.^'^'* They had failed to obtain a tribal liquor
license for their tavern that was located on non-Indian land within the reservation
boundaries. A federal statute made it unlawfiil to bring liquor onto Indian country unless
it was consistent with tribal regulations.^"^ The Supreme Court found that congressional
delegation of alcohol regulation to tribes was valid partially because Indian tribes have
"independent authority over matters that alfect the internal and social relations of tribal
li£.g„ 206

"independent tribal authority is quite sufficient to protect Congress'"

decision to vest in tribal councils a part of its own authority to regulate commerce with
Indian tribes.^"^ In other words, when provided for by Congress, tribes may pass laws
with criminal implications that are enforceable through criminal prosecution in federal
court. This means that tribes can pass their own stalking codes that would apply to
everyone on the reservation. However, Mazurie did not expand tribal criminal
jurisdiction via enforcement through the tribal court system.
A Blow to Criminal Jurisdiction Over Non-Member Indians
In Duro v. Reina, the Court again considered tribal criminal jurisdiction and
produced an opinion that revealed the values at work in the judicial divestment of tribal
authority.^''^ While living on the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Reservation, Duro, an
enrolled member of another tribe shot and killed a Native youth within the reservation
United States v. Mazurie, 419 U.S. 544 (1975).
18U.S.C.A. Sec. 1154.
Supra note 204.
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boundaries. Under the tribal criminal code, he was charged with illegal discharging of a
weapon on the reservation. The Duro court stated, "the retained sovereignty of the tribes
is that needed to control their own internal relations, and to preserve their unique customs
and social orderThe Court concluded "the exercise of criminal jurisdiction subjects a
person not only to the adjudicatory power of the tribunal, but also to the prosecuting
p o w e r o f t h e tribe, a n d involves a f a r m o r e direct intrusion o n personal l i b e r t i e s " . T h e
Court in Duro attempted to unify the precedents by articulating a theory of consent to
government. Tribal criminal jurisdiction over members is "justified by the voluntary
character of tribal membership and the concomitant right of participation in a tribal
government, the authority of which rests on consent".This ruling removed tribal
jurisdiction over non-member Indians on the reservation. This is a large problem for
women in violent situations since the tribe could not have jurisdiction over non-member
perpetrators unless they were married into the tribe or consented to jurisdiction.
Congressional Solutions to Gaps in Criminal Jurisdiction
The Duro decision resulted in a critical jurisdictional gap in Indian country
because states lacked criminal jurisdiction in Indian country (except P.L. 280 states)^'^
and the federal government usually only prosecuted crimes under the Major Crimes Act
due to funding constraints.Congress responded to Duro by amending the Indian Civil
Rights Act to (1) recognize and affirm the inherent power of Indian tribes to exercise
criminal jurisdiction over all Indians, and (2) explicitly expand the definition to include

Act of Aug. 15, 1953, Ch. 505, 67 Stat. 588-90, §§ 1-7.
Supra note 154, (October 1, 2002).
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any person defined as an Indian under 18U.S.C.A. §1153 (the Major Crimes Act) to be
within the criminal jurisdiction of tribal courts.^^'^ This cleared the way for tribes to apply
domestic relations laws to prosecute violence against women perpetrated by any Indian.
Further Jurisdictional Complications
In Talton v. Mayes, a Cherokee was charged with murdering a fellow Cherokee
on Cherokee territory.^^^ He asserted that his constitutional rights were violated because
the Cherokee nation did not initiate prosecution properly with a grand jury in accordance
with the Fifth Amendment. The Supreme Court specifically held that the sovereign
powers exercised by the tribes existed prior to the Constitution and so were not subject to
the Fifth Amendment.^^^ A tribe has the power to prosecute Native people for violent
crimes perpetrated on the reservation regardless of whether their tribal courts comply
with all of the standards of the Bill of Rights.
National Farmers Union Insurance Companies, v. Crow Tribe of Indians
involved Sage, a minor, who was hit by a motorcycle in the parking lot of Lodge Grass
Elementary School.^'^ The school district sought a temporary restraining order to prevent
the issuance of a writ of execution enforcing a judgment entered by the tribal court in
favor of Sage. The district court granted the restraining order and gave National a
permanent injunction against the judgment on the basis that the tribal court lacked subject
matter jurisdiction. The Supreme Court asserted that the basis of federal question

jurisdiction to assess the parameters of tribal court authority is neither constitutional nor
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statutory in nature, but rather is grounded in federal common law.^^^ This limits tribal
authority to adjudicate crime on the reservation. This would mean that crimes seen as
outside tribal jurisdiction could not be dealt with in tribal court.
Civil Jurisdiction
Historical Parameters of Civil Jurisdiction
Tribal sovereignty has successfully shielded tribes from incursions of state law
onto reservations for most of the history of federal Indian law. Marshall's view, as
described above, was that state laws could "have no force" in Indian country.^^^ This
presumption applied to tribal civil jurisdiction for quite some time. As with criminal
jurisdiction, however, these guidelines have been greatly altered by subsequent litigation.
This has led to situations where tribes had trouble dealing with even misdemeanor
offenses in tribal courts.
Infringement Test
In Williams v. Lee, a unanimous Supreme Court ruled that state courts had no
jurisdiction over a civil claim by a non-Indian against an Indian for a transaction that
arose on the Navajo reservation.The Court held that state law was only permitted to
intrude where "essential tribal relations" were not involved.^^^ The Court also asserted
that "absent governing Acts of Congress, the question has always been whether the state
action infringed on the right of reservation Indians to make their own laws and be
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governed by them"^^^. To allow state court jurisdiction, in this instance, would be to
undermine tribal court authority over reservation affairs and would infringe on the right
•

of tribes to govern themselves. This analysis became known as the infrmgement test.

223

This meant that tribal courts would create civil codes relating to violence against women
and stalking which could be adjudicated in tribal court.
Preemption Analysis
In McClanahan v. Arizona State Tax Commission, an enrolled member of the
Navajo Nation filed a protest against the collection of state taxes on her income. Her
income came wholly from work on the reservation.^^'^ The Supreme Court used
McClanahan to make it clear that state law would only be permitted to intrude into Indian
country if both of two conditions were met.^^^ Primarily, there could be no interference
I

with tribal self-goverrmient.

Secondly, non-Indians must be involved in the dispute.

The Court held that Arizona could not tax the income of tribal members if it was earned
on the reservation.

This approach shifted the analytical focus from tribal sovereignty

to federal preemption. The Court now looks to treaties and statutes that define the limits
of state power. Tribal sovereignty is still considered relevant "because it provides a
backdrop against which the applicable treaties and federal statutes must be read".^^^
Although this result protects tribal sovereignty, it opened the door for many more
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challenges to tribal jurisdiction. Reducing tribal sovereignty to a backdrop seems to
have changed the presumption that tribes have governmental authority over all matters
affecting the tribe. Instead, this approach seems to assume that the state has power unless
federal law (including federal Indian law) has preempted it.
Congress is rarely explicit about preempting state law. As a result, the
preemption analysis often involves a balancing of competing state and federal interests.
Under the balancing test, state jurisdiction is preempted by federal law if it interferes with
or is incompatible with federal and tribal interests reflected in federal law. However, if
the state can show that its interests are sufficient to justify its assertion of authority then it
may do so. In most cases, the court applies the preemption analysis along with the
infiingement test. This meant that a tribal statute addressing violence against women
could be preempted by a state law if the federal court believed that the state had a
sufficient interest because a non-Indian was involved.
Jurisdiction is Defined by Land Status
Recently, the Supreme Court's Indian country civil jurisdictional model has
radically cut back on the rights of tribes to regulate activities by non-Indians on the
reservation. Under Montana v. US, the tribe tried to regulate a non-Indian fisher who
owned fee land on the Blackfoot reservation.^^" The IRA ended allotment, but there were
a number of non-Indians living within the borders who already owned land previously
allotted to the Indians. The tribe started regulating the entire reservation. The Supreme
Court dealt with whether the U.S. interest in the right of non-Indian fee holders was

Montana v. United States, 450 U.S. 544 (1981).
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equivalent to protecting their right to liberty anywhere else.^'^ The treaty recognized a
tribal right to regulate hunting and fishing. The Court found that even if the treaty gave
them the right, the Allotment Act changed that. They said that it defied common sense
that a non-Indian purchasing allotted land should be subjected to tribal regulation when
the point of allotment was to destroy tribal governments.^'^ The Court presumed that the
Allotment Act therefore destroyed the treaty right.
The tribe argued that if the treaty didn't control, then they could rely on inherent
sovereignty for the power to regulate. The Court stated that the ".. .exercise of tribal
power beyond what is necessary to protect tribal self-government or to control internal
relations is inconsistent with the dependent status of tribes, and so cannot survive without
express congressional delegation"^'^.
Essentially, the Court expanded Oliphant to cover most issues of Indian
sovereignty. Oliphant is now a general case so that the inherent powers of a tribe do not
apply to non-Indians in the civil and criminal arena. The Court decided that cases which
conflict with this are exceptions to this general rule. The first exception is consensual
relationships; marriage, contracts, licensing, leases, etc.^'"^ Consensual relationships are
subject to tribal jurisdiction. The first exception does not include unmarried couples
where one partner is non-Indian. Living within reservation boundaries does not
constitute a consensual relationship. This case could have robbed tribes of the right to try
non-Indian stalkers and perpetrators of violence against women in tribal courts. The
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second exception is when tribes need to protect the political integrity, economic security,
health and welfare of the tribe.

One could logically extend regulation of violent acts

perpetrated by non-Indians against tribal members under the second exception. Although
a friendly court could have applied these exceptions broadly, they have been whittled
away by subsequent cases.
Unresolved Issues
Worcester has never been overturned. That case specifically held that state
officers could not enter tribal lands to enforce state law.^'^ Although tribal jurisdiction
became far less exclusive over time, tribal courts were still considered a valid venue for
litigating disputes involving tribal members as well as non-Indians and non-members.
Now tribes have limited sentencing authority that makes development and enforcement
of protocols very difficult.^^^ When a Native person seeks protection from a non-Native
in Indian Country, there may be no recourse for the victim at a tribal or state level. In
these situations, civil protection orders and misdemeanor charges may help but they
cannot go very far. Policies that do not allow prosecution of misdemeanor domestic
violence and stalking offenses in a federal court unless the crime committed involves
either serious bodily injury or death are further stumbling blocks to seeking redress for
victims.
Williams v. Lee and McClanahan established reasonable tests to ensure that tribal

sovereignty could survive state attacks. Unfortunately, the current Supreme Court has
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such an interest in promoting states rights over tribal sovereignty that the Montana test
has practically lost all meaning.

The Montana test has been undermined to the extent

that it is unclear if the Supreme Court would consider anything (other than direct state
interference with tribal government) to be a threat to a "tribe's political integrity,
economic security, health, or welfare".^^^ After all, it is hard to imagine a greater threat
to political integrity than the destruction of tribal court authority over the reservation.
This could have been a disaster for women in situations of violence if it had not been for
the passage of VAWA. These cases stand for the proposition that almost any state
interest is enough to justify undermining tribal sovereignty.
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VI. POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS WITH STALKING IN INDIAN
COUNTRY
The solutions to these problems are not simple. One of the few areas where tribal
sovereignty has been upheld is with VAWA. Divisions of the federal government save
money and work-hours by establishing govemment-to-government relationships with
tribes so they can take over the administration of their own reservations. Tribes that do
not estabUsh these kinds of relationships with federal agencies will find it hard to
maintain regulatory or legislative authority in the face of state challenges to tribal
jurisdiction. Tribes must assert their jurisdiction wherever they can in order to prevent
further destruction of their status as domestic sovereigns.
The Harvard Project on American Indian Economic Development
The Harvard Project has been addressing the issues surrounding reservation
governance and development for seventeen years. A set of research findings lies at the
center of their work. The best predictors of political and economic success on
reservations across the country are not location near a major city or transportation link,
natural resources, high educational achievement, or other traditional economic
variables.^'^" These are helpfial, but are only likely to pay off when another set of factors
are in place. Those factors are "practical sovereignty, capable governing institutions,
cultural match, strategic orientation and leadership"^"^^. Since the conflict period, tribes

have had to struggle in order to survive. To some tribes, it may seem impossible to
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establish this institutional framework without achieving some economic success first.
However, as the Harvard Project research shows, organized planning can create real
opportunities for success on every level.
De-facto Sovereignty
The most important aspect of tribal political success is practical or de facto
sovereignty. Tribes must take "effective control of reservation resources, affairs,
institutions, development strategies and the like...".^'^^ They must seize genuine
decision-making power over matters pertinent to the tribe.^'*' Although the legal status of
Indian sovereignty is constantly redefined by federal court decisions and legislation,
capable tribes can still assert control over many decisions that would otherwise be
decided by the Federal govemment.^"''^
Taking control over decisions tightens the links between decision-making and its
consequences.^"^^ This does not guarantee success. However, tribes have greater
incentives to make appropriate decisions than the federal govemment.^'^^ This is because
tribes bear the costs and reap the benefits of those decisions directly.^'^^ Thus,
sovereignty brings accountability.

Tribes should be in charge when their well-being
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and resources are at stake. In the years before federal self-determination policy, there
was no accountability and tribal control was virtually nonexistent in many areas.^"*^
Distinct legal opportunities are available to tribes because of their sovereign
status. Tribes can create their own culturally tailored modes of resolution for stalking
situations. Formal boundaries of tribal sovereignty are not easy for individual tribes to
change and they may even be unable to alter the legal position that they occupy in the
larger society.

However, they can become more successful by aggressively asserting

their sovereignty over tribal decisions.
Capable Tribal Governing Institutions
Assertions of sovereignty are not enough. Sovereignty must be put to effective
use. Tribes must "[back] up jurisdictional power with governing institutions capable of
exercising that power effectively, responsibly and reliably".^^^ This usually means that
the tribe has separated politics and business management, developed a reliable and
politically independent court system, and become able to make and implement decisions
in a timely fashion.

Formal institutions include tribal councils, courts, constitutions,

charters, laws and other formal rules that regulate what people do.^''^ Tribes must codify
rules dealing with violence against women on the reservation because effective
institutions reduce uncertainty and bring stability into human interactions.
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Cultural Compatibility
Cultural match requires a fit between tribal conceptions of how authority should
be exercised and organized and the formal governmental institutions.^^^ Informal
institutions include culturally supported standards of what is normal and abnormal, and
right and wrong.^^^ These are learned by growing up in a particular cultural community
and are enforced by the approval and disapproval of parents, peers, elders and other
authority figures.^^^ Formal institutions, which reflect these values, are more likely to
win the support of the community.

Stalking codes that are culturally relevant are more

likely to be accepted by the tribal community.
Strategic Orientation and Effective Leadership
Until recently, tribes were only marginally able to make decisions regarding
reservation law enforcement, because "the federal government has imposed a structure of
external law enforcement through the Bureau of Indian Affairs Law Enforcement
Services (BIA-LES), which is largely unaccountable to tribal govemments."^^^ Recent
cutbacks in BIA-LES have exacerbated problems with increasing instances of crime,
gangs, drug production and sales on the reservation.

Recent emphasis on tribal

sovereignty, in addition to the passage of the Indian Self-Governance Act of 1994 (H.R.
4842), as well as the expansion of the 1975 Indian Self-Determination and Education
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Assistance Act (Public Law 638) has made it possible for tribes to focus more funding on
law enforcement issues.^^^
Now that they have the power to do so, tribes must become strategically oriented
and move away fi:om crisis management and quick fix, opportunistic responses to
political dilemmas.^^^ They should embrace long-term decision-making that incorporates
community concerns, priorities, assets and circumstances in relation to law enforcement
and prevention of violence against women.
firm leader ship.

In order to do this effectively, tribes need

Tribes would do well to find a set of people "who are willing to break

with status quo practices in development and governance, can articulate a new vision of
the nation's future, and can both understand and effectively encourage the foundational
changes that such visions require".^^^ Effective leadership is difficult to achieve
anywhere, but it is especially hard in Indian country where local politics causes regular
upheavals in tribal governance. However, with these four factors in place, location,
education, natural resources, financial capital and other assets usually pay off.
A potentially successful way to promote tribal jurisdiction over economic
development is through inter-govemmental agreements. Civil regulatory conflicts
between states and tribes often arise concerning property and personal activities. States
can get involved in regulation on reservation land when it concerns the economic or
political security, health and welfare of all of the residents.^^^ Under Montana, regulatory
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jurisdiction is not specifically confined to the reservation.

Tribes may apply regulatory

jurisdiction to fee simple allotments owned by tribal members, and in some
circumstances to non-Indian owned land.^^^ If tribes implement civil regulatory stalking
codes, they are likely to withstand jurisdictional challenges.
Distinct legal opportunities are available to tribes because of their sovereign
status. Formal boundaries of tribal sovereignty are not easy for individual tribes to
change and they may even be unable to alter the legal position that they occupy in the
larger society.

However, they can become more successful by aggressively asserting

their sovereignty over tribal decisions. Developing culturally specific codes is an
essential way for tribes to assert their sovereignty. In addition, interstate stalking is an
area where tribal sovereignty has been specifically recognized and it is a topic that many
tribes have yet to address.
The Benefit of Tribal Stalking Codes
Tribes will do well to implement their own anti-stalking codes so that they can
effectively address the problem of stalking. When writing codes, tribes will benefit from
keeping a number of issues in mind. Definitions are of primary importance. For
example, the difference between "impUed threats" and "credible threats" can have a
major impact on prosecution.^™ While an indirect threat may seem benign to the casual
observer, it may cause severe emotional trauma to a victim. A credible threat may

require that an outsider would find the statement threatening. The more flexible the
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definition, the more room there is for the reality that in intimate violence situations,
context is everything.
Heightened care is necessary for code writing since ambiguous or overly specific
terms may render codes ineffective. Some anti-stalking codes require intent to cause fear
on the part of the stalker. In the case of the Eastern Band of Cherokee (Band), their code
requires that a person "willfully on more than one occasion follows, harasses or is in the
presence of another person without legal purpose".^^^ The code states that harassment is
"to engage in a course of conduct directed at a specific person that causes substantial
emotional distress in such person and serves no legitimate purpose".

This does not

appear to require that a victim establish intent on the part of the perpetrator to cause
emotional distress. It only requires a showing that the perpetrator intended to follow,
harass or be around the victim without legal a purpose. An example of a legal purpose is
if the perpetrator picks up their children according to an agreed upon schedule. The
Band's stalking provisions also address aggravated stalking. Aggravated stalking is when
a stalker
(1) Makes a credible threat with the intent to place that person in reasonable
fear of death or bodily injury; or
(2) Commits the offense when there is a court order in effect prohibiting similar
behavior; or

(3) Commits the offense within five years of a prior conviction for this offense; or

The Cherokee Code, Res. No. 20, (Supp. No. 2), Published by Order of the Tribal Council of the Eastern
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Id., Chapter 14-5.5 (a)(1).
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(4) The person stalked is a minor under 16 years of age.

273

The code defines credible threat as meaning "a threat made with the intent to cause the
person who is the target of the threat to reasonably fear for his or her safety. The threat
must be against the life of, or a threat to cause bodily injury to, a person".^^'* It is
important to keep in mind that requiring intent to cause fear is limiting because of the
nature of stalking crimes. Many stalkers justify their actions because they think that their
victims care for them and should know that there is not intent to inspire fear. Jettisoning
the intent requirement for basic stalking crimes helps speed up prosecution and holds
stalkers accountable for their actions regardless of their justifications.
Tribes will also benefit fi"om considering culturally appropriate factors when
drafl;ing their stalking codes. For example, the Law and Order Code of the Fort
McDowell Yavapai Community allows for an expanded understanding of the family.
This is important because familial structures in Indian Country are not usually limited to
the nuclear family as they often are in the majority community. Their code considers
stalking to include threats to a person and their immediate family.

In this case,

'"immediate family' means a spouse, parent, child or sibling or any other person who
regularly resides in a person's household or resided in a person's household within the
past six months".^^^ This allows for some inclusion of the value of extended family in
traditional communities and recognizes the social impact of stalking on important social

groups not just the individual.
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Increasing Sensitivity to Stalking Crimes With Tribal Protocols
Tribes may benefit fi"om looking at examples of protocols fi"om the majority
community that has had more experience developing law enforcement protocols.
However, tribes should use these as models only to create their own protocols that are
tailored to their own communities and cultures. Protocols are usefial administrative rules
that take the guesswork out of executing established codes and policy. Effective
protocols can prevent the minimization of stalking crimes by helping officers to ask the
right questions in order to establish a pattern of behavior that might otherwise be
overlooked. Tribes would do well to develop formal criminal justice protocol to
appropriately and effectively respond to stalking crimes. Some majority programs have
dedicated teams of police officers, prosecutors, court personnel, and parole and probation
officers fi"om existing domestic violence units to deal with stalking.^^^ These teams have
been trained to consistently investigate, monitor, arrest and aggressively prosecute
stalkers.^^^

Although most tribes do not have the resources to create entire domestic violence or
stalking teams, they may consider designating specific officers to handle domestic
violence and stalking situations. Their expertise may become a resource for other tribal
officers. In addition, they will have the opportunity to deal with victims every step of the
way and throughout multiple incidents. If a victim is able to talk to a friendly officer who
has experience and training in this field, she or he will be more likely to call for help.
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Jo Hally. "Addressing Stalking in Native American Communities," Newsletter of the
Stalking Resource Center 2, 2 (Smnmer 2002): 3.
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Consistent Training Emphasizing Cultural Values
Consistent and regular training sessions on stalking and domestic violence policy
and procedure are needed to ensure that all police officers are upholding department
policies. This holds true in the majority community and should be doubly so in Indian
Country due to low wages, high rates of police misconduct and high attrition rates of
tribal police officers.^^^ Trainings must keep up with the turnover of law enforcement
officers. In order to emphasize the importance of properly handling stalking and
domestic violence situations tribal chairpersons and council members should be involved
in discussing these issues with officers. In addition, tribal elders should be brought in to
discuss the control of intimate violence in tribal society and how it relates to traditional
values and the roles of women and men in the tribe. It is very important that officers
understand the vision of the laws regarding stalking and domestic violence. If they can
see the whole picture of how violence affects the community, they may take those extra
steps needed to really prevent future harm. Tribal officers also need extra training in the
use of federal interstate stalking laws as defined by VAWA.
Culturally Appropriate Remedies
Culturally appropriate remedies should function better than Western remedies in
tribal communities. They take many forms, such as preventative ordinances and
mediation procedures. The re-emerging tactic of banishment may also be used for
dealing with domestic violence and stalking situations.

Michael L. Barker. Policing in Indian Country (Albany: Harrow and Heston, 1998); viii-ix.
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A Preventative Ordinance
An example of a way to integrate cultural concerns is the Hopi Family Relations
Ordinance. The policy section illustrates how traditional values do not condone family
violence.
It is the policy of the Hopi Tribe to demonstrate respect- "Kyap tsi" (Hopi) and
"ag' ging" (Tewa), for members of the family and clan. The fundamental Hopi
value of "kyap tsi" has long been practiced by the Hopi generations, and is
reflected throughout Hopi tradition and culture. Abuse and violence against
persons has a lasting and detrimental effect on (1) the individual who directly
experiences the abuse, (2) the entire family and clan, who directly or indirectly
experience the abuse, and (3) the Hopi Tribe, as the adverse effects of abuse and
violence is perpetuated by succeeding generations and within Hopi society itself
The concept of "kyap tsi" and "ag' ging" incorporates a meaning of the family as
sacred, or that which must be respected. The family, as a fiindamental unit of
Hopi society, is an inculcator of traditional values. Accordingly, the family must
exist in harmony. It is in the Hopi Tribe's best interest to bring the family, the clan
and the Hopi Tribe together, to help one another towards a healthy future and for
the common good.^^°
The code does not deal with stalking specifically. The tribe utilizes the section on
harassment to deal with stalking issues. Affirmative statements like this underline the
community's stance on family values. This may help prevent family violence and may
Hopi Indian Tribe, Law and Order Code, Hopi Family Relations Ordinance, Subchapter 1, Section
2.01(1991).
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provide family members with firm footing when they seek to intervene in stalking and
domestic violence situations.
Mediation
Navajo Peacemaking stresses the importance of flexibility. Parties may seek
redress through Peacemaking either through court-referral or self-referral.^^^
Peacemaking combines many different things; "mediation, restorative justice, therapeutic
intervention, family counseling, and Navajo teaching.^^^ This flexibility allows space for
creative remediation. Peacemaking is an example of how tribes may empower victims
and the community when confronting their tribal criminal justice systems. However,
there are potential problems with this. For example, the inherent issues with the balance
of power in domestic violence situations may not be fiilly addressed if a victim feels
pressured by the community to reach a settlement. If a perpetrator's family further
victimizes the victim, the victim may want to back down and thus not receive the justice
they deserve.
Banishment Codes
Banishment or exclusion is another traditional approach that has been recently
revived and appears to be supported by VAWAII. Civil banishment codes are a way for
tribes to control law and order within reservation boundaries without upsetting the
Oliphant precedent. About fourteen tribes have banishment codes available on the Tribal
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Donna Coker. "Enhancing Autonomy for Battered Women; Lessons from Navajo
Peacemaking," UCLA Law Review Al, 1 (October 1999): 6.
Ibid.
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Court Clearinghouse.^^^ None of them address stalking or domestic violence specifically,
but most of the codes emphasize a need for emergency exclusion of persons seen as an
immediate threat to the life, health or property of the tribe or any of its members. This
method of social control could prove to be more effective than a tribal protection order
when applied to stalking situations.
The Eastern Band of Cherokee has a chapter in their code solely dedicated to the
exclusion powers of the tribe that reads; "The Tribal Council shall have the power to
exclude enrolled Tribal members for sexual offenses against minors, and shall have the
power to exclude other persons fi"om Cherokee trust lands when necessary to protect the
integrity and law and order on tribal lands and territory or the welfare of its members". 284
The definition of tribal territory is an issue since many reservations are checker-boarded
and include non-Indian owned fee lands. The Sault St. Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians
Tribal Code specifies that "Tribal lands" include the "area over which the Tribe exercises
criminal or civil regulatory jurisdiction, and includes... all lands within the exterior
boundaries of the Tribe's reservation ... and... all lands owned by the Tribe which are
'dependent Indian communities' under 18 U.S.C. *1151."^^' This could be highly
effective for excluding perpetrators firom reservation areas and provide victims of
stalking with a greater sense of safety on the reservation.

http;//www.tribal-institute.org/lists/codes.htm
The Cherokee Code, Res. No. 20, (Supp. No. 2), Published by Order of the Tribal Council of the Eastern
Band of Cherokee Indians (2001) Part II, Chapter 2, Sec. 2-1 Power to exclude. Available at:
http://doc.narf.org/nill/Codes/ebcicode/eccodech2exclusion.htm
Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians Tribal Code (1995) Chapter 61; Barring Individuals From
Tribal Lands, Sec. 102 Tribal Lands Defined, (1) and (3). Available at:
http://doc. narf. org/nill/Codes/saultcode/ssmcode6 Ibarr. htm
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Although some tribal codes are unclear, a number of them apply only to nonmembers and non-residents rendering them somewhat toothless. However, just as many
of them apply to tribal members and legal residents. For example, the Sault Ste. Marie
Code authorizes the Chairman "to order any person barred from Tribal lands for any
reasonable cause related to the welfare of the Tribe, its property, members, business
interest or the public interest."^^^ This includes members, non-members, residents and
relatives of residents of Tribal lands.^^^ However, this code only allows banishment for
288

up to one year.

Some exclusion codes address violations of banishment orders. A number of
them make violation of the order a criminal offense. The Tribal Codes of the Hoopa
Valley Tribe state that: "any person who violates any order or part thereof issued
pursuant to this Section shall be deemed guilty of an offense and, upon failure to comply
with the order of the Court, may be sentenced to confinement for a period not to exceed
six (6) months or to pay a fine of $500.00 or both, with costs, and ordered to comply with
the previous order or amended order issued by the Court".^^^ These banishment codes
are just a few examples of the remedies that are readily available to tribes. Numerous
tribes in Minnesota as well as in Washington have started to use banishment as a means
of dealing with violent and drug related crimes.^^^ While most exclusion and banishment

Sec. 103 Chairman's Order, (1).
14 Sec. 105 Discretion; Factors to Consider., (2) (a).
Supra note 219, (2).
Tribal Codes [of the Hoopa Valley Tribe, Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation], (1986) Title 5: Exclusion
Ordinance, Section IV: Violation of Order a Criminal Offense. Available at:
http://doc.narf.org/nill/Codes/hoopacode/hoopat5exclusions.htm
Sarah Kershavwand Monica Davey. "Plagued Drugs, Tribes Revive Ancient Penalty," New York
Times, 18 January 2004.
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codes do not specifically mention crimes against women, tribes are using banishment
against diverse perpetrators. Another possibility would be to use banishment followed by
probation and behavioral modification training for perpetrators. This would help create a
safe atmosphere on the reservation while demonstrating to the entire community that
tribes are serious about law enforcement. These approaches could be usefijl for tribes
seeking a means to address stalking and other criminal behavior against Indian women
while expanding the assertion of tribal sovereignty.
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VII. CONCLUSION
Tribes are faced with the awesome challenge of developing approaches to deal
with constant change in the political and judicial climate. Tribes should aggressively take
over as many of the aspects of reservation management as they can. The easiest way is to
start with areas where they have been granted full faith and credit. This will enable tribes
to demonstrate that they are competent in numerous areas of policy and regulation
development. A great way for tribes to retain control over their reservations is to work
within the framework of already approved forms of jurisdiction while not limiting
themselves to those areas.
Although VAWA clarifies some of the confusion that has resulted from public
policy, multiple barriers still prevent Native stalking victims in Indian Country from
seeking the safety and justice they deserve. Tribes should design, develop, and
implement their own culturally appropriate legal codes, protocols and training programs
to address stalking crimes. Once they do this, tribal governments will not only be able to
protect their citizens and hold perpetrators accountable, they will be able to empower the
community and victims of stalking while furthering their sovereignty.
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